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Including: Better Pavements

Andrea and Robin
are working
together for a
better De Parys!
More Trees Planted

Good news on Tree Stumps!
Whilst out in De Parys, Robin and Andrea were
pleased to see that the tree stump pictured
below and in our last newsletter has now been
removed.
Andrea and Robin reported
this tree stump and are
pleased to see that it has
been removed and a new
tree planted, along with
many others in De Parys.
However, they were then
disappointed to turn a
corner and find a brand
new tree stump!
For the majority of cases
there is no reason for a
tree stump to be left in this
unsightly way, and Andrea
and Robin will continue to
work hard, reporting tree
stumps as we find them.

Robin and Andrea will
continue to liaise with the
Borough Council to ensure
that the stumps will be
replaced by new trees if
they were not removed for
safety reasons.

Robin and Andrea successful with their
request to have this stump removed

Unfortunately,
another one was soon
found

Tackling Litter

Looking after the
Neighbourhood.
Andrea and Robin strongly believe that if
you look after your neighbourhood and it
looks nice then more people have respect
for it.
Again, more good news
are pleased to say that
resulting from the
as a direct result of this
actions of Andrea and
the barrier has now
Robin.
been replaced.
Did you see the central
Ensuring the continuous
barrier on Polhill
safety of the many
Avenue that had been
school children that
hit? The visual image
cross there.
was not a true
representative of
how De Parys ward
should look?
Robin and Andrea
did and straight
away reported it.
Robin and Andrea successfully had this
Andrea and Robin
railing replaced.
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News from Your Local De Parys Ward Conservatives!
Andrea Spice and Robin Illingworth are concerned
with the large puddles that form making
pavements unusable.
With the wet weather upon
us, have you noticed large
puddles forming so you cannot
walk along the pavement or
cross the road?
Andrea and Robin have. These
puddles are unacceptable and
why should De Parys pedestrians
have to put up with pavements
they cannot use in wet weather?

The two biggest ones that Robin
and Andrea have identified are on
St Peters Street and on the corner
of Goldington Road and
Goldington Avenue.
Robin and Andrea have also
witnessed school children
attempting all sorts of dangerous
ways to try and get past, and
people with prams having to walk
far out into busy roads to get by,

often when it is also dark. These
have been reported, Andrea and
Robin will press for a Council
commitment to resolving what is
an avoidable problem.
Goldington
Avenue
after the
rain

Local Policing Priorities in De Parys
Every quarter Bedfordshire Police host a
Community Priority Setting Meeting, which is open
to all residents in the area.
The most recent meeting was held on 4th December
and the whole room agreed that the priority for the
police over the coming quarter should continue to
be DRUGS.
The representatives, including Sargent Luke
Blackburn explained that drugs are often the cause

of many other crimes and so by focusing on this it
will in turn eliminate many other crimes.
They also stressed how important it is for us as
residents to record with them any suspicious activity
as this helps to build intelligence for their
operations.
You can report it by phone on 101 or online at
https://www.bedfordshire.police.uk/report/Report
Always in an emergency dial 999

STREETLIGHTS!

Ryan Henson
Parliamentary Candidate

What do you think of the light from the streetlights?

T: 07584 746065

Robin and Andrea have had many conversations with concerned
residents about the lighting of streets as they are walking in De Parys
which is more apparent now that it is dark so early.
This isn’t always as you would think a ‘late night’ problem, many
times this has been raised by those with young children walking
home from school and being unable to see as the lighting does not
illuminate the street very well.
Andrea and Robin have put in requests on particular streets to find
out if the lighting can be brightened, or if it is at full brightness.

W: ryanhenson.org.uk
E: ryan@ryanhenson.org.uk

Gianni Carofano
Mayoral Candidate
W: gianniformayor.co.uk
Fb.com/gianniformayor
T: @GianniforMayor

YOUR LOCAL DE PARYS CONSERVATIVES TEAM!
Andrea Spice Robin Illingworth
Tel: 07739 903028
andreafordeparysward@gmail.com
Facebook: @andreafordeparys

Tel: 07725 036155
rillingworth@me.com
10 Cornwall Road, Bedford, MK40 3DH
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